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STATEMENT BY THE LFAD3HR OF THE OPPOSITIONg HON. DON DUNSTAN. 
Q.C.. . M.P. 25.738^ 
The principles supported by the Labor Party in elections 
to Parliament are that as each citizen should be equal in the 
sight of the law, so each citizen should have a vote of equal 
value to the vote of each other citizen in electing the legislators 
to make that law, and therefore, in our view, State electoral 
districts should have as nearly as practicable equal numbers of 
voters. 
In order to carry out this policy and to preserve to 
the country districts of South Australia the number of Members 
needed to serve them as Members of Parliament, the Labor Party 
put forward the proposal for a House of 56 Members. As we did 
not get under the present unfair electoral system the necessary 
overwhelming vote at the State elections to ensure a '56-Member 
seat proposal being passed, we agreed to compromise in order to 
endeavour to get something approaching electoral justice in South 
Australia and to support a Z+8-Member House on a ratio of four 
State seats to every Federal seat in the new Federal redistribution. 
The instructions given to the Federal Electoral Com-
missioners under the Federal Electoral Act would have allowed a 
tolerance in favour of country areas and we anticipated, by this, 
means, to maintain the needed number of country Members to service 
the country areas adequately. The Federal Electoral Commissioners 
have now announced proposals for a Federal distribution which does 
not give a tolerance in favour of country areas but sticks very 
closely to the principles of one vote one value. Their distribu-
tion, therefore, would not be a satisfactory basis for compromise 
between the Labor Party's programme at the last State elections 
and a smaller House than we then proposed which would maintain 
an adequate number of Members to service the country. we would 
therefore support, as a compromise proposal in the State House, a 
i+8-Member single electorate House, the electorates to be drawn by 
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an independent Elsctoral Commission with substantially the 
same instructions as the Federal Electoral Commissioners 
have but with this exception that there will "be a compulsory 
tolerance in favour of country areas allowing a difference 
"between country seats and metropolitan seats of about 2 % 
between the biggest seat in population and the smallest seat 
in population. This would mean a compulsory tolerance 
below the quota for country areas of 1 t o 15^ and the right 
to go over the quota to a reasonable limit in the metropolitan 
area. 
The Labor Party is not in a position to introduce a 
Bill to amend the Constitution at this stage because we 
cannot ensure that once the Bill Ins passed the Lower House 
it will not be amended in the Upper House and the amendments 
agreed to by a simple majority in the House of Assembly 
supporting the L.C.L. Therefore, the only step we can 
take is not to set up a permanent Electoral Commission under» 
the Constitution Act as we believe should be done but to 
set up a Commission which will re-draw electoral boundaries 
for this occasion only. That Bill is ready. it is 
ready to debate. if the Government will not discuss it with 
us we will take every opportunity to have it introduced to the 
House. The Labor Party is clearly endeavouring to seek a 
reasonable compromise tz ensure a marked improvement in the 
electoral situation and to give substantial justice to the 
citizens of this State.. Despite the urgency of this matter, 
the Government refuses to move on it immediately although we 
have said that we will faciliate their doing so. 
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